Educomp Solutions Limited

Founded in 1994 is a globally diversified education solutions provider and the largest education company in India.

With a Global presence across its 27 offices worldwide including those in India, Canada, Singapore, Sri Lanka and United States, Educomp also operates through its various subsidiaries including authorGEN, Learning.com, USA, AsknLearn Pte Ltd, Singapore and associates like Savvica in Canada.

Educomp Group reaches out to over 26,000 schools and 15 million learners and educators across the world.

Educomp has presence across entire Educational Life Cycle spanning an age group from 2 to over 25 years, breaking barriers to learning and showing ... What Learning Can Be
Educomp - School Learning Solutions division of Educomp provides holistic solutions for government educational institutions to enable students to access, adapt and apply information technology for enhancing personal, academic and vocational growth. Edureach participates in core government initiatives via 'Public Private Partnership' to promote Computer Aided Learning, Computer Education, Vocational Education and Soft Skill development in government schools and colleges across India. These turnkey projects, executed through various models like BOOT/BOT/BOO include setting up of basic infrastructure, conversion of existing classrooms into digital classrooms, development and supply multimedia based educational content in regional languages mapped to local specific requirements, providing educational services, and support including capacity building of teachers and stake holders. Edureach has also been forerunner in conceptualizing the Government of India flagship program of having PPP Model Schools in each of the educational blocks of the country. Educomp has been partnering with various state governments in setting up of such model schools.

SCHOOL SOLUTIONS

Edureach provides ICT enabled education solutions on a turnkey basis. Edureach solutions are powered with creatively designed vast repository of digital learning content and innovative teaching and learning methodology for varied groups of learners. Edureach learning solutions are delivered tuned and customized to local context requirement as per the specific education board/syllabus.

Our Vocational & Higher Education solution has multi-dimensional approach towards bridging the skill gap between employment opportunities and the skill and knowledge base of the unemployed youth in the country to help them get suitable employment. Edureach solutions have reached to over 7.5 million learners and educators in more than 15000 government institutions across India.

ACCOLADES

Educomp’s holistic approach in improving the quality and bringing innovation in teaching learning processes in schools and colleges across the country has won NASSCOM “Social Innovation Honours 2010”. Recently Educomp was conferred with “eINDIA Award 2010” under the category “Private Sector Initiative of the year in Digital Learning” for its various Government Projects on “A New Teaching-Learning Paradigm through ICT interventions”.

MagiKeys

MagiKeys is a unique software application that allows millions of Government school students to surf the web, email, chat and write documents in 12 Indian languages.